Host CO_Lenor says:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Host CO_Lenor says:
::on bridge::

FCO_David says:
::on the bridge at helm::

SCI_Savie says:
::still at science station, conducting scans::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Tapping SCI console::

CEOSephur says:
::In Main Engineering, running routine diagnostics. Quite please with the results of the LRS pod performance.::

CMOJoRoss says:
::In sickbay::

FCO_David says:
::hold orbit::

CEOSephur says:
::Returns to the computer simulations of the station.::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Ross*  How long until you know what's in the scans.

SCI_Savie says:
::monitoring activity::

Quag says:
:: Checking all systems out, at the OPS console::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Checks Tac console::

CMOJoRoss says:
::Pick up the Padd on her desk and makes her way to the bridge::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Trying frustratedly to find a way to penetrate the shield::

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Shall I assist the CEO in finding a way to penetrate the outpost's shields?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Shahn:  Please do.

CMOJoRoss says:
*CO* On my way to see you Sir.

Quag says:
CO: Ma'am, should I beam the "Supplies" back to the surface, it seems they might be a danger to the ship

CSO_Shahn says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Shall I keep the SCI up online?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Quag:  I want you to...  ::smiles::  reading my mind are you?

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Keep trying to get the shields,  tell me when you have something.

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Yeah.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Should I also assist in trying to penetrate the shield sir?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Quag:  Beam them back to a part of the unshielded areas of the outpost.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Goes to TL::

CEOSephur says:
*CO*: I may have developed a preliminary plan.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks in to the TL::

CSO_Shahn says:
TL: Main Engineering.

CMOJoRoss says:
::Walks out of the TL on to the Bridge::

FCO_David says:
::plots an emergency escape course::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Smiles lightly as the door closes::

Quag CO: Merely, using logic, to come to a conclusion, aye sir :: Locks onto the supplies, locks in the coordinates, and beams them to the surface:: (Transporter.wav)

CEOSephur says:
*CO*: In theory, it would allow us to penetrate the shielding.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Arrives::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Foe-Deecoe:  If you think you can assist him.  But I want you to be able to get back here on a moment's notice.  Something doesn't sit quite right with me.

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: What have you got, M-- Chief?

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: I have finished my report.

CTO-FoDco says:
::Enters TL::

Quag says:
CO: Transport complete

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: Bridge

CEOSephur says:
CSO: A good plan.

SCI_Savie says:
::still scanning shields, seeing nothing::

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Good, good. So?

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sits in seat::  CMO:  let's see it.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Walks to CEO::

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: Bridge

SCI_Savie says:
::checks report::

FCO_David says:
CO: I have plotted an emergency escape course out of the system incase we are attacked by more than we can handle.

CMOJoRoss says:
::Walks over to where the CO is seated and hands the CO the Padd::

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: engineering

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Sees CSO and CEO

CEOSephur says:
*CO*: Captain, I've developed a plan to counter the shield's effect. It will require the assistance of Ops.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: We have this sensor pod we aren't using, I was just thinking, could it's systems be modified to help out penetrating those shields?

SCI_Savie says:
::presses button on CSO’s panel to update reports::

CTO-FoDco says:
::looks at CEO's plan::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ross:  An oral report will suffice.

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Let's hear it.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Or if we aren't going to use it, I suggest we reroute all the power it is using to the original systems

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: What 's the plan?

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at Q'uag::  Sephur:  I'm sending Q'uag down to you now.

CEOSephur says:
CSO: In a  moment. ::nods to CTO::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Nods::

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Aye, I am on my way

CTO-FoDco says:
::nods back::

CEOSephur says:
*CO*: Thank you, sir.

SCI_Savie says:
::runs hands over SCI panel, checking shield type and report::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Gets up and heads to the TL:: *CEO* Where are you?

CTO-FoDco says:
::Checks external sensors to make sure everything's OK::

CEOSephur says:
::steadies herself on the master systems display table.:: *OPS*: Engineering.

OPS-Quag says:
TL: Main Engineering

CEOSephur says:
::waits for Q'uag::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Arrives in ME::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: I believe that the 'medical supplies' in cargo bay 2 are a Biohazard and should be removed from the ship and that anyone that has any contact report to sick bay  for medical treatment, Sir.

CTO-FoDco says:
::Leans on wall::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Leaves the TL and heads to Sephur::

CEOSephur says:
OPS: Good morning.

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: What is requested of my services ma'am?

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: Now... What's the plan?

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks at OPS::

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: Oh, good morning to you as well

CEOSephur says:
CSO/CTO/OPS: I've a plan. It's come to my attention that the station's defenses are , for the most part, completely automated.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::smiles::  Ross:  the supplies have already been beamed down to the surface.  Do you know the nature of the biohazard?  Is it something treatable?

OPS-Quag says:
:: Notices, CSO staring at him::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Raises eyebrow::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Not staring, just... glancing.::

CTO-FoDco says:
::grabs chin in thought::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sees that the CTO isn't on the bridge::  FCO:  Stand down from Yellow Alert.

CEOSephur says:
CSO/CTO/OPS: Firing on the structure will activate these systems.

CEOSephur says:
CTO/OPS/CSO: Do you all follow me?

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: I think so...

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Should we fire on a Federation  Outpost?

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: From what I can tell, no but I am worry why is there no contact from the Outpost,

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::stands down yellow alert::

CEOSephur says:
CSO: Yes.

CTO-FoDco says:
CSO: That's up to the CO

SCI_Savie says:
::not much to do, as sensors are slightly too weak to  penetrate shields::

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Doesn't seem wise... even rash.

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: So what do you suggest? we beam down explosives and destroy it from within, can't do that if shields are up?

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: I have an idea

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks over at CTO::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ross:  Work with Savie and try your best to determine the chemical composition and source of the biohazard.

FCO_David says:
::transfers Tactical to the helm::

SCI_Savie says:
Himself: Since it's only slightly less, maybe I can boost it.

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  With your permission I would like to return to sickbay.

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO/Others in ME: If we fire on the outpost, the shields me lose power to the defense systems... And a shuttlecraft may be able to scan if it gets close enough

CEOSephur says:
CSO/CEO/OPS: Ah. But here’s the beauty of it. As the station fires it's phasers at us in defense, phasers that are modulated to traverse their own shields... We engage a feedback pulse which will travel back through the beam and knocking most tactical systems. Including the defenses.

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: Hmm... that could be tricky

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ross:  ::shakes head::  permission denied.  I need answers.

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: That way we can disable the shields safely...?

CEOSephur says:
CSO/CTO/OPS: All of my simulations give a positive outlook on this idea.

OPS-Quag says:
CEO/CSO/CTO: Allowing us to beam in and inspect the area once it's shields, are down? I volunteer for the Away team,

FCO_David says:
::scans system for any other vessels::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Senior Staff* I want to meet with all of you in 10 minutes in the conference room.

CEOSephur says:
OPS: You'll need an Engineer down there....

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: If we activate the pulse at the wrong time we could be hit, and the shield would need to be down

CSO_Shahn says:
Others: Me too. I might find something interesting... we don't know what happened.

CSO_Shahn says:
Others: And what was left there we know even less.

CEOSephur says:
CTO: I trust Q'uag to get it right. This isn't directly Tactical.

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: I think my plan is safer

CTO-FoDco says:
CEO: OK

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: It is my believe that it is the supplies themselves that is causing the problems on the Outpost, all the data suggest that it is an air born virus and is deadly on contact.

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: Don't worry about me, I have passed experience as TO on a Klingon ship, I can hold my own, I hope........

Host CO_Lenor says:
::stands up::   Harison:  you have the bridge.

FCO_David says:
CO: Sir I am picking up only Federation freighters 2 light years away.

CEOSephur says:
CTO: Not safer, a Federation system as automatic as this will fire a blast that is not at all dangerous. A warning shot.

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ross:  I'm not going to say it again.  Work with Savie on the problem and get back to me in 10 minutes.

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: Should we contact the bridge on the possible plan, and possible Away team?

CTO-FoDco says:
::checks sensors... sees freighters...:: others: I Gotta get to the bridge...

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO:  Monitor their progress and notify me if anything changes.

FCO_David says:
::gets up and sits down in the captains chair for the first time::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CEOSephur says:
OPS: I'll explain it to the Captain in detail when we report to the observation lounge.

SCI_Savie says:
::rechecks sensors, frowns::

CTO-FoDco says:
Others in ME: I'll see you in the meeting

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::leaves bridge and sits in conference room, thinking things over::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Enters TL::

OPS-Quag says:
CEO: Ok

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: Conference room

CSO_Shahn says:
::Nods:: Others: Sounds good.

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

CEOSephur says:
CTO/CSO: I'll go to conference room now. See you later, Q'uag. Shahn.

CMOJoRoss says:
Savie: You are with me, lets get to work.  ::walks over to the SCI. 2::

CTO-FoDco says:
Walks to Conf. room

CEOSephur says:
::enters TL::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Sees CO::

FCO_David says:
::thinks:: Comfy.

CTO-FoDco says:
::sits at table::

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Call me when everything's ready.

CEOSephur says:
Computer: Deck 1.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Hello sir

OPS-Quag says:
*CEO* Would you like me to join you all in the conference room?

CSO_Shahn says:
::Goes to TL, and calls for the bridge::

CEOSephur says:
*OPS*: If you wish.

SCI_Savie says:
CMO: Aye.

OPS-Quag says:
:: Heads to the TL:: TL: Deck 1

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I'm back.

CTO-FoDco says:
*CEO*: Yes, you can explain your plan

FCO_David says:
TO: Continue scanning the region for ships.

CEOSephur says:
::exits to Observation Lounge::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to Foe-Deecoe, doesn't say anything, sorting through her thoughts::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Sits at his post::

CTO-FoDco says:
::sits at conf room desk... watches CO::

CEOSephur says:
::enters observation lounge, sits at her chair and smiles at the Captain::

SCI_Savie says:
CMO: The situation isn't the best. Our sensors can't identify the contents of the material.

OPS-Quag says:
:: Arrives on deck one a quickly walks to the observation lounge, sits down in his chair and brings up a display on the table::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Goes to observation lounge::

CEOSephur says:
::pulls out a PADD and continues running simulations.::

CMOJoRoss says:
Savie: Try a different way band.

CTO-FoDco says:
::Checks sensors on PADD::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Smiles nervously, never been in a observation lounge before::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Grins... him either::

CMOJoRoss says:
Savie: We better go to the meeting Iets that what we have.

CTO-FoDco says:
::thinks logically about CEO's plan::

FCO_David says:
<TO>FCO: The freighters appear to be heading for Delavin.  No change in course.

CEOSephur says:
::shows the PADD's final result, a positive percentage, to Q'uag sitting beside her::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Runs a few Diagnostics on the Transporters and Internal power grid, checking if a split second beam out is possible::

SCI_Savie says:
CMO: OK.

OPS-Quag says:
:: Raises an eyebrow, hoping the plan might work out::

SCI_Savie says:
::heads for meeting place::

FCO_David says:
*CO* Sir the freighters are heading for Delavin.  No change in course.

SCI_Savie says:
::arrives::

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks into the meeting with Savie close behind::

SCI_Savie says:
::takes a seat::

CEOSephur says:
::sees Shahn across the table and smiles at him.::

FCO_David says:
::gets up and heads for conference lounge::  Crewman: You have the bridge.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*FCO*  Understood.

FCO_David says:
::enters CL and sits down::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Winks at May, mentally congratulating her::

CMOJoRoss says:
::Takes her set::

SCI_Savie says:
::notices where Shahn and May are sitting, and than looks at captain::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sees that everyone has arrived::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Looks up at the captain expecting a long speech and discussion any second::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks at the captain attentively::

CTO-FoDco says:
:: checks freighters on sensor PADD::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Crew:  You've each been given some involvement into working on our situation.  I'd like some options.  Sephur,  you first.

CEOSephur says:
CO: Yes, sir.

CEOSephur says:
::gets up::

SCI_Savie says:
::glaze wanders, fixes on May::

CEOSephur says:
::activates  a screen behind the Captain's chair.::

FCO_David says:
::watches May::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::swivels and looks at the screen::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Thoughtful, but attentive::

FCO_David says:
::looks at screen::

CEOSephur says:
All: I've developed a plan. It involves the automatic defense systems present in the station.

CMOJoRoss says:
::looks at May::

SCI_Savie says:
::mind wanders, than fixes on mission::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sephur:  Go on Chief.

CEOSephur says:
All: Assuming that station is still operational, these systems should fire back at any offensive actions. Ships that fire at it, for example.

SCI_Savie says:
::raises right eyebrow::

CEOSephur says:
All: I suggest that we intentionally cause such a reaction by firing on the station. The systems will fire using phasers that have been modulated to go through those shields.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::has an idea where this is going, but lets Sephur complete her presentation::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sephur:  Fire on the outpost?

CEOSephur says:
All: As the fire on us, we generated an invasive feedback pulse that will follow the beam through to it's emitter, knocking out all tactical and defense systems.

CEOSephur says:
All: Timing WILL crucial.

CEOSephur says:
::nods that she has finished::

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Causing minimal damage, of course.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sephur:  Is there any way that we can activate the outpost's systems without using our phasers?

OPS-Quag says:
CO: From there we could beam a AT down, once the shields are down

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I have an idea sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at the science officers::  A modified beam from the deflector dish?

CEOSephur says:
CO: I can think of few alternatives.... an unmanned shuttle.... a photon torpedo....

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: We could use the deflector to simulate a torpedo....

CTO-FoDco says:
All: My plan is similar to CEO Sephur's. I recommend firing on the outpost. The momentary power loss to the shield when weapons fire should be enough to let a scan from a shuttle, placed near the shield, to get a reading through, or an AT

CEOSephur says:
CTO/CO: We don't have scanners that quick or accurate....

Host CO_Lenor says:
::thoughtful:::

CTO-FoDco says:
::thinks::

OPS-Quag says:
CO/CTO: She is right, there is no way I could get a transporter beam through that quickly

CEOSephur says:
Their phasers would have to fire ON us, so that we achieve some sort of connection.

SCI_Savie says:
CEO/CTO: What of the risk of a critical hit on our ship when they return fire?

FCO_David says:
::thinks hard::

CEOSephur says:
SCI: Minimal. These were designed by Starfleet. Th system reacts to the attacker.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: since the shield would have to be down when the pulse is fired, it is somewhat likely

OPS-Quag says:
CO: for the plan to work, those shields must be knocked off-line, wait a second!

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sorting through all the pieces of information....  has a plan and knows that she will be counting on the FCO::

SCI_Savie says:
CEO/CTO: True, but the risk endangers the crew.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ross:  Do you believe that the biohazard agents were created by whoever is down on the outpost?

CEOSephur says:
SCI: I don't think you understand, Lieutenant. This phaser beam is only going to be used as a current for our feedback pulse.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Could we get the command codes for the outpost, you I mean, then we could remotely tap in and bring the defensive systems offline, it is a federation outpost, all federation vessels have remote command codes, I assume outposts are the same

CTO-FoDco says:
CTO: We could use an unmanned shuttle, but the probability of success would be lower

SCI_Savie says:
::thinks: But there would be a return fire::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ops:  All the command codes are different to prevent just such an occurrence.

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: No but I this that Biohazard did to something to the people on the Outpost.

CEOSephur says:
OPS: Since the incident at the Mutara Nebula.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Could you call Starfleet through the Subspace com, and request the access codes?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Quag:  That would take too long.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::stands up and waits for everyone to quiet down::

CTO-FoDco says:
::shuts up::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Quiets down::

CEOSephur says:
::sits at her seat::

FCO_David says:
::remains quiet::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: The CEO plain, we could release an unknown agent in to space.

Host CO_Lenor says:
We can generate an inverted polaron burst with our deflector shields.

Host CO_Lenor says:
It is my guess that the outpost's shields will be disabled for a few seconds.

FCO_David says:
CO: How close would we need to be?

Host CO_Lenor says:
At that time we can get an away team through if our FCO can pilot a runabout with our away team fast enough.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: To beam down an AT it would only take about 3 seconds

Host CO_Lenor says:
I'm guessing the runabout would have to on the shields edge.

FCO_David says:
CO: Piece of cake.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Quag:  True, but they may need the support of a runabout.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Yes, if it isn't to much, I would like to lead the AT, I believe a Security team and Engineering team, as well as the CSO and CEO if they can should accompany me, the CSO could lead one team, the CEO the engineering team, and I could take the security officers if that isn't a problem, this could be done once the shields fluctuate

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at Ross::  Ross will accompany the away team definitely.  You will all need suitable biohazard equipment.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO:I recommend security on the AT

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Of course

CTO-FoDco says:
FCO: where are those freighters now?

SCI_Savie says:
CO: I should probably give the CSO the data on the biohazard we collected.

OPS-Quag says:
CTO: This isn't directly tactical, don't worry, we will bring a security team

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: Aye Sir. ::Still a little worried that this is not going to work::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Shahn, Ross, Harison, Q'uag, and Sephur will beam down.

CEOSephur says:
::give the CMO a supporting smile::

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: I'd like some escorts if I lead a team. My men aren't all capable of defending themselves.

FCO_David says:
CTO: Still on course to Delavin.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Foe-Deecoe, take a team of 3 security officers to accompany them.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Nods::

FCO_David says:
CO: Should I go down?

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: I know that the CEO should go  but I don't think she should>

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Sir, should I give the team the data on the bio-hazard?

OPS-Quag says:
CO: We must remember, we can't beam a whole team down, there will be enough interference, led alone not a large amount of time

Host CO_Lenor says:
Harison, you'll be piloting.

CTO-FoDco says:
*Security*: have 2 security officers meet me in TR 2

Host CO_Lenor says:
Savie:  definitely.

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
We're not beaming a whole team.

Host CO_Lenor says:
We're taking the runabout down when their shields are offline.

FCO_David says:
CO: If trouble arises will we be able to get out?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Harison:  you should be able to make do.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: If you wouldn't mind, could I lead a team down to the outpost? there is talk of security teams and science teams, not all of this can be done

Host CO_Lenor says:
AT:  Shahn is in command.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: We should assemble a considerable Security team. We don't know what's down there.

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Yes Sir

SCI_Savie says:
::takes out Padd, downloads data, assembles biohazard data in one area, hands to CSO::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at everyone::  Dismissed.

CEOSephur says:
CO: I intend to work on their jamming field once I'm down there. If all goes well, the ship will be able to beam us out.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Takes it, and looks it over::

FCO_David says:
::gets up::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

CEOSephur says:
::walks to CSO::

SCI_Savie says:
::after giving Shahn the data, heads for bridge::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Enters TL::

OPS-Quag says:
CSO: We can't lead a team down there

OPS-Quag says:
:: Exits::

FCO_David says:
::exits CL::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Gets up, a little shaken about being in command, and leaves::

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: TR2

CSO_Shahn says:
OPS: Not necessarily a large one.

CEOSephur says:
::Exits, employs a TL to TR2::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

SCI_Savie says:
::once again takes full command of science console::

FCO_David says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Main shuttle bay.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Follows May to TR2::

CTO-FoDco says:
::meets 2 security officers in TR2::

OPS-Quag says:
CO: Should I head for TR2, and may I arm myself with a phaser rifle this mission, I think we all should, because of the lack of a full security team

CMOJoRoss says:
CEOSephur:  May can I have a word.

CEOSephur says:
::walks over to her:: CMO: Doctor?

FCO_David says:
::arrives and exits TL::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Arms himself and goes to the shuttlebay::

CMOJoRoss says:
CEOSephur: I don't think you should go, the twins.

CEOSephur says:
CMO: Don't worry about me.

CEOSephur says:
CMO: I'll be fine.

FCO_David says:
::enters main SB and puts on a biohazard suit::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Enters TL::

CEOSephur says:
::walks to main runabout::

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: SB2

CSO_Shahn says:
::Sees May::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Steps in the TL:: TL: Shuttle bay 2

CMOJoRoss says:
CEOSephur: OK, but take it easy OK.

CSO_Shahn says:
May: I don't think you should go, I mean... it could be dangerous, and you're...

FCO_David says:
::readies the runabout "Grifin::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

CEOSephur says:
::ignores Shahn::

SCI_Savie says:
::assembles more data on biohazard, with no time to give it to AT::

CTO-FoDco says:
::enters runabout::

CSO_Shahn says:
May: Hey! ::Follows her::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::arrives on bridge... looks at Savie::

CSO_Shahn says:
May: I'm serious.

FCO_David says:
::checks over helm and shield controls::

CTO-FoDco says:
::3 security follow CTO::

SCI_Savie says:
::notices CO's stare::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Savie:  Prepare the deflector with polarized particles.

CEOSephur says:
::enters runabout::

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Sir? ............Aye.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Savie:  Notify me when it's been saturated.

CSO_Shahn says:
May: Fine! Then don't do anything else stupid, alright?

CSO_Shahn says:
::Follows::

CMOJoRoss says:
::enters runabout::

SCI_Savie says:
::prepares shields::

FCO_David says:
::gets up and puts a phaser in his side holster::

OPS-Quag says:
:: Arrives in the Shuttle bay, opens the weapons locker and arms himself with a type 2 phaser and a type 3b phaser rifle with a phase compulsion pulse, then steps into the Runabout:: FCO: Nice to see you, how long since you have piloted this thing?

FCO_David says:
CMO: Welcome aboard.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Gets up in the shuttlebay::

Host CO_Lenor says:
:;sits in chair::

CTO-FoDco says:
*CO* Permission to use compression phaser rifles sir

CSO_Shahn says:
All: This could be very dangerous. Be on your guard.

FCO_David says:
OPS: I haven't.

CEOSephur says:
::sits down in aft, uncertain::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Shahn*  notify me when you are on the edge of the outpost's shielding range.

CSO_Shahn says:
All: Understood?

CMOJoRoss says:
FOC: Thank you David.  ::takes a set::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Foe-Deecoe* At your discretion.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: sir, permission to use compression phaser rifles

CSO_Shahn says:
*CO*: Aye.

SCI_Savie says:
::watches polarized particles saturate shields::

FCO_David says:
All: Welcome aboard.  Prepare for launch.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: thank you sir

CTO-FoDco says:
::Grabs 4 riffles.. gives 3 to the security men::

FCO_David says:
::sits at the helm::

CSO_Shahn says:
FCO: All ready. Let's go.

SCI_Savie says:
CO: The shields have been fully saturated.

CTO-FoDco says:
FCO: Yup

CTO-FoDco says:
::checks rifles, takes apart, cleans, puts back together::

SCI_Savie says:
::resumes normal duties::

FCO_David says:
*CO* This is the "Grifin".  Requesting permission to depart.

CEOSephur says:
::sitting beside Shahn::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Sits down, finished announcing::

OPS-Quag says:
CTO: Don't worry, I can hold my own, I was a TO on the QIb, ::pats the type 3b phase compression pulse equipped phaser rifle and gives the Type 2 a simple glance:: CTO: I only keep the Type 2 in case I need an explosive overload

FCO_David says:
::opens shuttle bay door::

CSO_Shahn says:
May: Be careful. I'm serious.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::gets up and stares at Savie::  The shields have been saturated?  I wanted the deflector dish saturated.

CTO-FoDco says:
OPS: I'm not worried

CEOSephur says:
CSO: Shahn.... Stop it.

SCI_Savie says:
CO: The deflector dish? ::transfers:: Done, sir.

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: This is important.

CEOSephur says:
CSO: Shahn.... I don't want to think about it.

CMOJoRoss says:
CSO:  I told her the same thing, she will be fine.

CSO_Shahn says:
FCO: Let me know when we've reached the shields' edge.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::gives the science officer a once over.... wondering if she's okay::

OPS-Quag says:
CSO: Don't worry, I am trigger, happy, nothing will get within 20 yards. of May

FCO_David says:
*CO* This is the runabout "Grifin".  Requesting permission to depart.,

FCO_David says:
CSO: Yes sir.

CEOSephur says:
CSO: So there, I have Klingon protection.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Frowns::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Wonders about Q’uag.... ... ... ...::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Harison* permission granted.

SCI_Savie says:
::resumes normal duties::

FCO_David says:
*CO* Beginning launch sequence.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::strange...  she had gotten an impression that Savie was feminine....  very strange....  sits down::

FCO_David says:
::pilots the runabout out at thrusters::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Savie:  Prepare to fire the inverted polaron beam on the outpost.  On my mark.

FCO_David says:
COMM: Elara: CO: We have cleared the ship.

FCO_David says:
::punches impulse and sets course for the planet::

CEOSephur says:
::aside:: OPS: I am a little frightened about what might go on down there. Can I trust you to keep an eye. I need your help.

FCO_David says:
::slows to thrusters and prepares for atmospheric interface::

CSO_Shahn says:
ALL: Once we get down, I'll go down first. OPS and security will follow me, and when I give the signal the others will follow. I don't want anybody getting hurt.

CTO-FoDco says:
::motions to security:: Officer 1: you and me will cover the front, Officers 2-3: you will cover the rear

OPS-Quag says:
:: Pats the small Klingon d'k tahg on his belt, wondering if he will have to wipe the blood off it at the end of the day:: CEO: For that matter, no one is going to get hurt unless I say so, but I will keep an extra eye on you

FCO_David says:
All: Stand by.  We are entering the atmosphere.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks at Q’uag::

CEOSephur says:
Q'uag: Thank you.

CSO_Shahn says:
OPS: You up to it?

CSO_Shahn says:
ALL: Understood?

OPS-Quag says:
CSO: I was born ready

CSO_Shahn says:
OPS: It is a good day to die.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::waits for word from the away team that they are in position::

OPS-Quag says:
CSO: Yes Sir, I am locked, cocked, and ready to rock,

FCO_David says:
All: Hang on.

CSO_Shahn says:
FCO: Report.

CTO-FoDco says:
::sits at runabout tactical console::

FCO_David says:
CSO: We have entered the atmosphere.

OPS-Quag says:
:: Stands up and braces behind the CSO near the Door::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Frowns and shakes head slightly::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Checks sensors::

FCO_David says:
All: We are emerging.

CEOSephur says:
::holds the Type I phaser tightly::

CMOJoRoss says:
::picks up her med kit and takes out her tricorder::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Savie:  Fire an inverted polaron beam from the deflector dish on my mark.

CSO_Shahn says:
All: Understood??

OPS-Quag says:
CSO: Yes Sir

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Yes, sir. Ready and willing.

CEOSephur says:
::gathers the compact Engineering kit::

FCO_David says:
::puts the runabout right next to the shield::

CTO-FoDco says:
CSO: yes sir

FCO_David says:
CSO: Understood.

CSO_Shahn says:
@::Braces at the door::

OPS-Quag says:
@:: Holsters the type 2 and holds the type 3b to his chest::

CTO-FoDco says:
@::holds  rifle aimed at door::

OPS-Quag says:
@:: Braces once again behind the CSO::

CTO-FoDco says:
@::waits::

CEOSephur says:
@::positioned near the door::

FCO_David says:
COMM: Elara: CO: We are right next to the shield sir.  We're ready.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Readies the phaser rifle::

Host CO_Lenor says:
COMM Shuttle:  Shahn:  Everything set with you?

CMOJoRoss says:
@::takes a deep breath::

CTO-FoDco says:
@::holds on for atmospheric turbulence::

CSO_Shahn says:
@*CO*: Just about, sir.

OPS-Quag says:
@:: Glances back into the cabin, making sure everyone is fine::

Host CO_Lenor says:
COM Shuttle:  Shahn:  We're initiating the inverted polaron beam now.

CSO_Shahn says:
@FCO: How 'bout it?

CTO-FoDco says:
@::glances at ops::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::motions to Savie to fire::

CEOSephur says:
@::nods to Q'uag::

FCO_David says:
::punches thrusters::

SCI_Savie says:
::fires beam::

Host CO_Lenor says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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